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This medical application is the solution to all the doctor's needs, you can easily manage it with its simple interface. ►►► It's Made for the Professional Doctor After analyzing the doctor's needs, we have made it with full medical applications, providing the medical documents, administrative
info, billing and scheduling. ►►► It's a Perfect Efficient Tool With this tool you can manage the doctors and medical clinics, and can easily increase the doctor's productivity and the ability to carry out the doctor's tasks in a much better way. ►►► It's Easy It's a clean and easy tool to work
with it. Its design is clear and simple, giving you the information about your medical records with a single click. ►►► How to Use It You can use it for doctor's work, billing, scheduling, admin, patient record keeping, viewing patient's information, appointment reminders, and many more.
►►► Features ◆ Access to patient's medical record information ◆ Information about patient's prescription ◆ Information about past bills ◆ Print the bill ◆ View doctor appointment ◆ Add new appointment ◆ Edit/modify appointment ◆ Cancel appointment ◆ Schedule ◆ Attach the file ◆
Print appointment reminder ◆ Manage a patient's data ◆ Manage the doctor's working time ◆ Easy and free sync to various clinics ◆ Book appointments ◆ Print patient's appointment Antamedia Medical Software Key Features: • Helps Doctors to efficiently organize their work • Helps
Medical Doctors to keep the patient's medical records • Track all the past medical bills • Easily manage the patient's work • Easily manage their medical records • Easily Manage their work time • Manage the doctor's working time • Easily Add new patients • Easily add new patients with
the help of online registration • Easily view the patient's visit history • Easily manage the patient's visit history • Easily view the patient's medication history • Easily manage the patient's medication history • Easily view the patient's past visit history • Easily manage the patient's past visit
history • Easily manage the doctor's billing • Easily manage the doctor's billing • Easily manage the medical records • Easily manage the medical records • Easy to use interface • Clean & Simple
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DESCRIPTION Keymacro is an easy-to-use and functional solution that allows you to easily create macro buttons to shorten your keystrokes and make your life easier. KEYMACRO is an extension to the standard Windows OS Key System. It is a small, easy to use application. There are many
situations that would require a macro like, pressing “Delete” once, pressing “Enter” twice, etc. With Keymacro, you have the possibility to create macro buttons for all your Windows 10 keystrokes. Microsoft Office Suite is a collection of Microsoft's various software applications and includes
Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote. It is available as a free download. The suite includes a word processor, spreadsheet, presentation builder, notepad and a digital notepad. It is one of the best office suites available. EZ Edit is a graphical ASCII text editor. It has all the features of an
editor. You can cut, copy, paste and delete text. EZ Edit can easily be modified to suit your individual needs. EZ Edit features text manipulation, as well as basic text editing features. Text editing features include cut, copy, paste, spell check, find, replace, indent, and align text. Black Screen
Fixer is a free utility that will restart your computer without a blue screen of death. You can also use this tool to automatically fix the Windows boot screen, the black Windows screen before the login screen. A smart application that allows you to easily record your desktop screen on your
PC. You can view the recorded screen as a video or as a picture, including the system tray, cursor, etc. You can save the recorded screen to file, send it to your friends or to the streaming video websites and share it with them through a simple button click.Influence of the larynx anatomy on
surgical results in patients submitted to partial laryngectomy. The relationship between the location of the origin of the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and the surgical approach was investigated in patients submitted to partial laryngectomy. Retrospective study. University hospital.
Patients submitted to surgery for primary or locally recurrent carcinoma of the larynx between January 2000 and June 2008. The association between the presence of the RLN and location of the resected specimens was investigated using the Fisher exact test or the Chi-square test, as
appropriate. A multivariate analysis was performed to identify factors influencing 2edc1e01e8
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- Automatically back up database - Backup database to the cloud - Backup database to the local storage - Export tables to SQLite - Export the whole database to.txt - Export patients to.csv - Export patients to.xls - Export patient's info to.txt - Export appointments to.csv - Export appointments
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What's New in the Antamedia Medical Software?

Antamedia Medical Software is an application designed specifically for clinics and hospitals, allowing for easy management of patients and appointments. Straightforward interface The program comes with an intuitive interface that provide users with the possibility to easily create a
database of existing patients, to add new ones to it, and to view info on the already introduced items. The tool has been designed to offer fast access to scheduled appointments, while also allowing users to easily change the status of any of the entries. Appointments can also be canceled,
directly from the app's main window. View info on patients and their appointments A “Table view” allows users to easily access details on any of the patients, as well as to view details on their appointments, or on their medication. For each patient, users can include address and contact info,
along with details on their allergies, and can also view details on any of the scheduled services, or on costs and billing. The application offers the option to set reminders, and provides users with the option to select a specific theme and a description for each of these notes. Easily manage
bills Antamedia Medical Software can be used for the management of bills, allowing users not only to add new bills to the database, but also to view info on old ones. The application allows users to easily find and edit patients, while also allowing them to edit various details on them,
including those related to examination and diagnostic, interventions, and therapy. The tool can backup available database, for security reasons, and can also be set to automatically back it up when the “Close” button is pressed. The tool has been designed for use in multiple clinics, and can
sync patient info between them, for easy access. Enjoy fast performance All in all, Antamedia Medical Software is an intuitive application designed for professionals in the healthcare segment, capable of providing them with fast operations when it comes to creating patient databases,
scheduling appointments, or checking bills. Description: Antamedia Medical Software is an application designed specifically for clinics and hospitals, allowing for easy management of patients and appointments. Straightforward interface The program comes with an intuitive interface that
provide users with the possibility to easily create a database of existing patients, to add new ones to it, and to view info on the already introduced items. The tool has been designed to offer fast access to scheduled appointments, while also allowing users to easily change the status of any of
the entries. Appointments can also be canceled, directly from the app's main window. View info on patients and their appointments A “Table view” allows users to easily access details on any of the patients, as well as to view details on their appointments, or on their medication. For each
patient, users
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: 2.8 GHz Intel Core i5, 3.2 GHz AMD Athlon 64 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Hard Disk: 16 GB available space Multiplayer: 2 players Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Additional
Requirements: DVD-ROM or other data disc required to install Minimum resolution of 1024 x 768 Windows 98, 2000, XP
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